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SECTION I
OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAM

1-1. INTRODUCTION

This report is the first of three quarterly technical notes and one final technical report to be prepared for Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York, under contract No. AF 30(602)-2844. This contract for a "High Power R-F Window Study" was issued 6 July 1962, in accordance with RADC Exhibit "A", dated 29 December 1961.

1-2. OBJECTIVES

A. Primary

The program's final objective is the design of an X-band window with 25 per cent bandwidth and a 250 kw c-w power handling capacity. Design work will include analytical and experimental investigations of various window configurations and dielectric materials under strong multipactor conditions.

Other factors considered to be important in window failures will also be investigated. These include (but are not necessarily limited to) the effect of stray magnetic fields, small variations in gas pressure, merits of gaseous and dielectric window coolants, and the effectiveness of conductive coatings in the reduction of secondary emission on the window faces.

B. First Quarter Objectives

Since this study is a continuation of an effort begun by another contractor, work started where the previous effort had left off, that is, with high power testing of window assemblies. Certain materials for fabrication of window test assemblies were already in the plant, and designs incorporating these materials had already been made. The first objective, therefore, was to complete this work and begin testing with the high power circulator.

In addition to the testing effort, assignments were made to study all of the available literature on window technology which would lead to the design of other window configurations using any necessary dielectrics possessing the desired properties. Requisition of such materials would be of the first order of importance.

Closely coupled to the design of broadband windows is the question of the effect of ghost modes within the dielectric. Effort must be directed to the analysis,
elimination and suppression of these modes because of their proved ability to fracture operating windows.

Other goals to which effort will be directed are the techniques of formulating and applying conductive coatings to ceramics and to the strengthening of their windows by mechanical or other means.
SECTION II

ABSTRACT

Samples of beryllium oxide of various purities, formed by dry isostatic pressing, were obtained and tested for loss tangent, dielectric constant and purity. Fabrication of several windows of the $\lambda/2$ block configuration into high power testing jigs resulted in testable pieces which were not vacuum tight.

The ring resonator was used to test the first BeO block windows up to 253 kw of c-w power. Losses in the test section and window were repeatedly measured to be 700 watts, or about 0.3 per cent of the total transmitted power. Temperature gradients in the BeO window were also estimated.

A derivation of the ghost mode distribution in dielectric loaded waveguide was made and a plot of this distribution is shown. This information is to be used in the design of future windows to obtain maximum mode free bandwidth. This bandwidth is not expected to exceed 15 per cent.

Configurations with the most promise of yielding the desired 25 per cent mode free bandwidths are considered to be of the thin disc type. Cold test designs for fused quartz, BeO, Al$_2$O$_3$ and BN thin disc windows have been made.

An analysis of the design, fabrication and operation of the dual disc type of configuration has been made. Fabrication of a high power test model of several dual and single disc windows is now in progress.

The investigation of conductive coatings for windows to reduce secondary emission and drain excessive charge from the window face is in progress. The sesquioxide of vanadium is the compound being investigated. Several samples of ceramic have been coated to check its stability and resistivity.
FIGURE 1
HIGH POWER WINDOW TEST ASSEMBLY
SECTION III
TECHNICAL PROGRESS OF PROGRAM

3.1 MATERIALS INVESTIGATION

Three samples of Brush Beryllia's F-7 improved dry isostatically pressed material in the form of rectangular, half wavelength blocks were available at Varian Associates at the beginning of the program. Cold testing had been completed to obtain a VSWR of 1.02 or less at a frequency of 7750 Mc in order that tests could be performed in the X-band circulator at that frequency. Subsequent brazing of these blocks into water cooled assemblies (see Figure 1) showed that all three had minute leaks. Despite these imperfections, it was felt that high power testing would produce useful results.

A minor change in the metallizing procedure has resolved the brazing problem. Vacuum-tight block windows are now being constructed.

Using resonant cavity methods, the dielectric constant of the F-7 body was measured and found to be 6.5 at X-band frequencies. Some indication of shrinkage has been observed during the metallizing process of the ceramic, which naturally increases the relative dielectric constant. The manufacturer can remedy this situation by more carefully controlled firing schedules.

The loss tangent of the F-7 body has been measured at Varian and the material is the lowest loss beryllia yet encountered. Although these measurements were made at S-band, experience has shown that the dielectric loss of most dense ceramics is nearly constant at microwave frequencies. Figure 2 compares F-7 loss with the other ceramics listed in Tables of Dielectric Materials, Vol. V and VI, published by the Laboratory for Insulation Research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The most recent thermal expansion data on high density BeO are given by Taylor. His expression for expansion from 20°C to 2050°C is

\[ \ell = \ell_0 \left( 1 + 6.95 \times 10^{-6} (t-25) + 2.17 \times 10^{-9} (t-25)^2 \right) \]  

(1)

This represents 0.53 thousandths of an inch for a rise of 75°C above room temperature and 9.1 thousandths for a rise of 1025°C, or very nearly that of Al₂O₃.

A sample disc of the F-7 body was X-rayed on a diffractometer in the normal manner for scanning (1° (20) per minute). No visible diffraction pattern for impurities was observable for the F-7 body; however, this evidence is not conclusive since certain impurities will not show up under such a process. Samples of Coors BD 96
FIGURE 2
DIELECTRIC LOSS TANGENT VERSUS TEMPERATURE
FOR ASSORTED CERAMICS
(a 96 per cent purity) beryllia under diffraction show a spiral structure appearing to be mainly CO$_3$O$_4$ but possibly including aluminum in the lattice sites to indicate some CoO Al$_2$O$_3$. Samples of Coors BD 98 showed definite indication of Chrysoberyl Be Al$_2$O$_4$.

Very little is known of the effect of impurities on beryllia's power handling ability, although it has been shown that small amounts of impurities such as silica and alumina degrade the thermal conductivity considerably.

3.2 WINDOW CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING

A. High Power Testing

The first beryllia $\lambda/2$ block window was tested to 253 kw of c-w power in the X-band ring at approximately 2.0 atmospheres of nitrogen. (See Figure 3.) The test frequency was 7762 Mc. No visual failure of the ceramic or damage to the test section was observed. However, r-f arcing damaged the matching hybrid into the ring and pitted the virtual shorting blocks of the output E-H tuner.

These virtual shorts of the input hybrid have been wrapped in teflon tape, while the virtual shorts of the output E-H tuner were redesigned to provide for a contacting short back of the virtual shorting section. Both E-H tuner and hybrid are water cooled, so that $I^2R$ heating on the guide walls does not present any difficulty at present power levels.

After thorough cleaning, the ring was reassembled and the 70 db sampler coupler was recalibrated. This was accomplished in a straightforward manner by measuring power into the coupler by means of a water load and calibrated flow meter. This power was compared to that measured by an HP 431A bridge and barretter. Calibration was made at the 6 kw c-w level. The HP 431A is extremely stable and was operated 10 db above its most sensitive scale to further minimize drift. For convenience, the waveguide attenuator following the coupler was adjusted for a total of 80 db system attenuation so that a 3 milliwatt bridge reading represents 300 kw of ring power.

A power level of 210 kw was readily achieved again in the first BeO window assembly with no attempt to return to the 250 kw level being made. During this test, data were taken to determine simple total test section dissipation versus ring power. This information is presented in Figure 4. The dispersion of the data points at the 250 kw level is due to some thermal instability in the ring resonator. Additional water cooling in the input arm and test pieces has been added and should remedy this difficulty.

The dissipation in the window test sections was made by the standard calorimetric method. The guide section containing the block window is 0.95 inch long. This
Material: Brush F-7 BeO Body
Test Frequency: 7752

FIGURE 4
HIGH POWER TEST OF BERYLLIUM OXIDE BLOCK WINDOW
length of copper waveguide dissipates 0.003 db, or less than 1/10 of 1 per cent of the power circulating in the ring. At 250 kw this represents 250 watts, or about one third the total measured dissipation in the test section.

Beryllia windows Nos. 2 and 3 have been tested up to 130 kw to confirm the first window dissipation versus ring power curve, and at the same time to provide temperature rise information. The method used to estimate the temperature rise across the face of a window ceramic involved a crayon-like material which melts at or above a pre-determined temperature. Thin layers of this material (tempelstik) may be applied to the surface of the window without appreciably changing the electrical properties of the window. By careful measurement of the guide wall temperature with embedded thermocouples, the temperature rise across the window at a given power level can be estimated by measuring the width of the temperature contour presented by the melted tempelstik. Adjustment of flow rate and appropriate choice of tempelstiks permit measuring contours for several guide wall temperatures until a combination is reached with no melting. This point represents an upper limit to the window temperature. The tempelstik has been applied both as thin strips and polka-dots and has produced essentially the same results as the thin layer covering the whole window surface. Results of the tempelstik experiments on the first beryllia block window show a temperature rise of about 60 per cent of a comparable high density alumina. Figure 5 shows the typical melting contours obtained. The contours represent cooling and remelting of the tempelstik as the ring and window test assembly were operated up to 253 kw cw. Maximum heating of the window at the high field point is indicated, as would be expected.

The first beryllium block windows were constructed as simply as possible to provide data which could be compared readily to that of existing windows at Varian. These windows were a half wavelength long and provided a VSWR of less than 1.05 at 7762 Mc. As calculated, no ghost mode resonances were observed within the narrow pass band of these windows. However, since the high electric fields associated with several of the ghost mode resonances are thought to be one of the mechanisms of high power window failure, it was decided to compute the resonances for several block windows of various aspect ratios at X-band. By computing the modes (see Appendix), a search can easily be made for potential areas of safer broadband operation.

Appendix Equations (11) and (15) have been programmed for digital computation. Point by point solutions of the transcendental pairs, made by the computer to find exact frequencies of resonance, are plotted in Figure 6. The error in the extrapolation process is extremely small as may be noted by observing the well-behaved characteristics of the transcendental sets in the range specified. Experience at Varian has shown that calculated resonances agree within 1 per cent of the measured resonance when dielectric constant is known accurately and construction tolerances are properly maintained.
FIGURE 5
TEMPELSTIK MELTING CONTOURS ON BERYLLIUM OXIDE BLOCK WINDOW
B. Configuration Study (Single Disc)

As indicated in the derivation of the ghost mode resonances in the Appendix, windows with all currently favored configurations will have these modes distributed throughout the band to a greater or lesser extent. In particular the thick, \( \lambda_g/2 \), windows have an extremely dense distribution of ghost modes which makes broadband design of ghost mode free windows in this configuration very difficult, if not impossible. Perhaps 10 or 15 per cent mode free bandwidth is all that can be expected from such designs. For high power amplifiers with bandwidths not in excess of these percentages, thick X-band windows using beryllium oxide ceramic have been shown capable of transmitting 250 kW of cw power. A 25 per cent mode free bandwidth presents quite another problem. Here, thick half wavelength ceramics cannot presently be used until some method of mode suppression is found. Therefore, thin ceramic shapes currently offer the best possibility for success because of their larger mode separation characteristics.

With these considerations in mind, the design for matched, mode free thin windows was pursued more aggressively than any other configuration during this period. Dielectric materials thought to exhibit desirable properties as waveguide windows were ordered. These include single crystal (zero degree cut) sapphire, aluminum oxides (AL 995, AL 400, AL 300), beryllium oxides, fused quartz, and boron nitride. The latter two materials have one very undesirable property in common, their low thermal expansion. Use of fused quartz windows has been considered by several window studies during the past few years, but no concrete conclusion has been put forth concerning whether use of this material should be seriously pursued. This study will investigate whether fused quartz works well as high power microwave windows. (The fact that reliable vacuum-tight seals have not been developed can be bypassed if necessary for such tests.) If the answer is in the affirmative, then some firm recommendations will be forthcoming on whether, and perhaps how, to pursue the vacuum sealing problem.

Most of the materials discussed have been delivered, and cold tests have begun on all of them with results which follow. It should be noted in this discussion that the bandwidth is taken as that range of frequencies over which the VSWR of the device is 1.2 or less.

1. Single Thin Disc Sapphire

The Linde single crystal sapphire discs, 1.4 inches in diameter and 0.050 inch thick, were cold tested without success because of the unexpected and unrepeatable results. Further investigation revealed that these crystals were not really zero degree cut and therefore exhibited different properties, depending on the discs orientation in the waveguide. They are being returned to the manufacturer for replacement.
FIGURE 7
COLD TEST JIGGING FOR THIN DISC WINDOWS
2. **Single Thin Disc Quartz**

Figure 7 shows the cold test jigging used in testing all of the thin disc windows to date. This device allows continuous tuning of the cavity length for optimum match with a repeatable accuracy of 0.002 inch in cavity length. Only preliminary tests have been performed with the quartz window. The results are shown in Figure 8. The bandwidth for this window is a fair 23.7 per cent where no optimization of window parameters has been attempted. All that is necessary for high power tests is a device well matched at the initial test frequency of 7750 Mc. If fused quartz should prove to be desirable for transmission of high power, further impedance matching will be done. Several ghost mode frequencies are indicated in Figure 8. Although they do not always affect the reflected power to any appreciable extent, it can be safely assumed that in high Q resonances (1000 to 2000) considerable energy is stored, creating a dangerous situation when transmitting high average powers at a frequency near the resonance.

3. **Single Disc Aluminas**

Single disc alumina windows have been used extensively at Varian Associates. A patent (No. 2958834) for such a window was issued to R. Symons and A. Schoenauer of Varian in 1960. The art of designing and building such windows is fairly well known throughout the tube industry and no effort will be directed toward improving this window as such. However, it is introduced here to demonstrate the ever present ghost mode situation. Figure 9 displays the results of first measurements of VSWR when a paper design is assembled in the cold test jigging. Without optimization of any kind, the VSWR is better than 1.2 across the entire band. At least six major ghost modes can exist in this window with these dimensions. Past experiments have shown that a maximum of 16 per cent mode free bandwidth can be obtained in this configuration using alumina ceramics.

4. **Single Disc Boron Nitride**

A relatively new material presently being suggested for use as waveguide windows is boron nitride. A selected summary of the published properties pertinent to waveguide windows is shown in Table I.

Several interesting properties of this material are the low dielectric and loss tangent constants and the high thermal conductivity in the "a" direction. The low dielectric constant could mean a design of a more mode free window because these resonances are a function of dielectric constant. The low loss tangent is desirable to reduce losses, and thus, heating, to a minimum. The heat that is generated can be more easily removed because of its high thermal conductivity when using circumferential cooling.
FIGURE 8
SINGLE DISC QUARTZ WINDOW CHARACTERISTICS
VSWR VS FREQUENCY
FIGURE 9
SINGLE DISC AL 300 WINDOW CHARACTERISTICS
VSWR VS FREQUENCY
### TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF BORALLOY*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crystal structure</td>
<td>Highly oriented polycrystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity</td>
<td>0 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity</td>
<td>0.004 in &quot;C&quot; direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4 in &quot;a&quot; direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion</td>
<td>25 \times 10^{-6} \text{ in } &quot;C&quot; direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 \times 10^{-6} \text{ in } &quot;a&quot; direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youngs Modulus (25° C)</td>
<td>4 \times 10^{6} \text{ psi in } &quot;a&quot; direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexural strength (25° C)</td>
<td>15000 psi in &quot;a&quot; direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative dielectric constant 25° C</td>
<td>5.12 in &quot;a&quot; direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.40 in &quot;C&quot; direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss Tangent (4 kMc)</td>
<td>0.00015 in &quot;a&quot; direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0001 in &quot;C&quot; direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"C" is normal to the surface of the window  
"a" is parallel to the surface of the window  

The low thermal expansion in the "a" direction and the low strength of boron nitride indicate that problems similar to those experienced with fused quartz may preclude its use in waveguide windows.

Samples of Boralloy were obtained and cold tested. The results are shown in Figure 10. The matched bandwidth obtained is somewhat narrower than that seen with other materials, but with variation of a few of the configuration parameters it could undoubtedly be improved. As can be seen from the figure, ghost mode resonances appear to be numerous in this material also.

---
*Trademark of High Temperature Materials, Inc., for pyrolytic Boron Nitride.*
0.066" Thick
1.400" Diameter

Ghost Mode Frequencies

21.8% Bandwidth

**FIGURE 10**
SINGLE DISC BORON NITRIDE WINDOW CHARACTERISTICS
VSWR VS FREQUENCY
C. Configuration Study (Double Disc)

Thin disc windows often have less mechanical strength than desired. They are generally constructed simply by metallizing and brazing the dielectric into a cylindrical waveguide. These seals are often broken in tube bakeout or during high power operation when overheating is experienced. Excessive waveguide pressurization also may cause ceramic fracture. These failures caused by mechanical failure of the window dielectric could often be prevented by more careful design. In particular, two methods of such strengthening are suggested and will be investigated. These are ceramic glazing, and the use of metal hoops brazed around the circumference of the disc ceramics and to the waveguide wall.

The hoop support is shown in Figure 11. With the ceramic metalized and brazed to the hoops, the assembly has much more support. Without the support it could be assumed that the equations for flat plate loading, edges supported, uniform load, are good approximations.

\[
W = \omega \eta a^2
\]

At the disc center

\[
Y_{1 \text{ max}} = \frac{3W(m - 1)(5M + 1)a^2}{16\eta E M^2 t^3}
\]  

(1)

\[
S_{1 \text{ max}} = \frac{3W(3M + 1)}{8\eta M t^2}
\]  

(2)

With the hoops brazed in the cup and to the ceramic the equations for flat plate loading, edges fixed, uniform loading, are approximated.
At disc center

\[ W = \omega \pi a^2 \]

\[ Y_2 \max = \frac{3W (m^2 - 1) a^2}{16\pi E m^2 t^3} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[ S_2 \max = \frac{3W (m + 1)}{8\pi m t^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where

\[ a = \text{disk radius in inches} \]
\[ t = \text{thickness in inches} \]
\[ S = \text{stress in psi} \]
\[ W = \text{total load in pounds} \]
\[ \omega = \text{pressure} \]
\[ m = \frac{1}{\text{Poisson's ratio}} = 3.3 \]
\[ Y = \text{deflection in inches} \]
\[ E = \text{Young's modulus in psi} \]

In the ideal case, the ratio of \( S_1 \max \) to \( S_2 \max \) will give the factor by which the hoop supported window is stronger than the non-supported window.

\[ \frac{S_1 \max}{S_2 \max} = \frac{(3m + 1)}{(m + 1)} = 2.5 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Similarly the ratio of \( Y_1 \max \) to \( Y_2 \max \) gives an indication of the larger deflection in the non-supported case. This would undoubtedly cause an impedance mismatch since the average deflection of 3.2-inch diameter windows has been measured to be 0.010 inch just before fracturing.

\[ \frac{Y_1 \max}{Y_2 \max} = \frac{5m + 1}{m + 1} = 4.1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

A series of measurements were taken using the device shown in Figure 12. Using 3.22- and 1.32-inch diameter AL 300 ceramic discs brazed into copper cups, this device allowed measurement of pressure exerted and total deflection in the ceramic as pressure was increased. With the diameter-to-thickness ratio constant, the resulting data plotted in Figure 13, show that the hoops do strengthen the assembly by at least a
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FIGURE 12
FRACTURE TESTING ASSEMBLY
FIGURE 13
FRACTURE REGIONS OF AL 300 DISCS - DIAMETER VS PRESSURE
factor of 1.3. The number of samples of hoop supported windows broken was small and the hoop brazes were very poor. As the technique for making these brazes improves, the fracture point is expected to show an improvement of about two times that of an unsupported disc.

Electrically these hoops have been shown to affect the window match only slightly. Although no windows of this type have yet been tested in the ring circuit, it is expected that the voltage breakdown problem will not be increased by the use of hoops, since no sharp edges are exposed to the electric field. In fact, the hoops will cover the sharp feather edges of braze fillets, as often seen in thin disc windows, and could improve the window in this respect.

No work has yet been done to determine if any improvement in strength is obtained by a ceramic glazing process.

The thin disc strength problem is further aggravated in double disc windows because the discs will generally be thinner in order to get the broadest bandwidth possible. For example, if the thickness of any given pressurized window is halved, the stress generated is four times as great. Any factor of safety which is obtained by the schemes suggested is then much desired.

The major advantage of the double disc window is the ease with which it can be cooled. A cooling liquid such as FC 75 can be injected through a slot as shown in Figure 14. In this way a minimum amount of wall current, $J_z$ (about 10 per cent maximum), is intercepted if the slot arc does not subtend an angle greater than approximately $\pm 6^\circ$.
The power losses within the ceramic can be calculated using the following equations:

\[ \alpha = \frac{k}{2} \frac{\epsilon''}{\epsilon' \sqrt{1 - (f_c/f)^2}} \]

\[ P_{\text{lost}} = 2 \alpha P_{\text{in}} \ell \]

where

\[ \epsilon' = \text{dielectric constant} \]
\[ \epsilon' (AL 300) = 9.04, \quad \epsilon' (FC 75) = 1.86 \]
\[ \frac{\epsilon''}{\epsilon'} = \text{loss tangent} \]
\[ \frac{\epsilon''}{\epsilon'} (AL 300) = 0.00045, \quad \frac{\epsilon''}{\epsilon'} (FC 75) = 0.009 \]
\[ f = 8.5 \text{ kMc} \]
\[ k = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda_0} \sqrt{\epsilon'} \]
\[ f_c = \frac{0.293c}{a \sqrt{\epsilon'}} \]
\[ P_{\text{in}} = 250 \text{ KW} \]
\[ \ell = 0.050 \text{ for both dielectrics} \]

The losses in the FC 75 have been calculated to be 700 watts with an input power of 250 kw. Losses in the window material are also calculated to be approximately 70 watts or 1/10th of the coolant losses. This indicates that the spacing between thin windows must be kept to a minimum and that an adequate fluid flow must be maintained.

Using the specific heat and density of FC 75,

\[ G = \frac{H}{115.8 \times \Delta T} \]

where

\[ G = \text{gallons per minute} \]
\[ H = \text{power in watts} \]
\[ \Delta T = \text{temperature difference between coolant input and output} \]
the necessary flow rate through a window for a given temperature rise and power loss can be determined.

Head loss, flow and pressures are other considerations entering into the design of double disc fluid cooled windows. An analysis of the fluid flow problem has been made and is shown in the Appendix.

The results show that for a fluid flow of 0.5 gal/minute, the pressure on the window will be about 20 psi. Such a flow will cause a temperature rise across the window of about 17°C with a total dissipation of 1000 watts.

The dielectric constant of FC 75 is 1.8 at 8.5 kMc and its loss tangent is 0.009. It is also very expensive -- $135 per gallon. Any amount of loss of this fluid would be prohibitive. In cold testing it would be difficult to use and still have a rapid means of varying the window parameters for a match. Therefore, a search was made for an easy-to-use, inexpensive substitute for FC 75 in cold testing. It was found that a substance made by Emerson and Cumming, Eccostock R20, had close to the desired dielectric constant (1.9) and a loss tangent of 0.008. Figure 15 illustrates the effect of R20 on AL 300 dual disc windows matched for the broadest band of operation in each case. A double disc AL 995 has also been cold tested with results practically identical to that of the AL 300.

Results of cold tests using beryllium oxide dual discs are shown in Figure 16.

A 5 kw FC 75 heat exchanger is scheduled for delivery in October 1962 for use in high power testing of the dual disc windows.

D. Conductive Coatings

The objective of the investigation of conductive coatings for high power R-F windows is to increase power handling capacity by draining excessive charge accumulation on the surface and reduce secondary emission. The charge build-up of electrons can lead to arcs and failure of the window dielectric. High secondary emission coupled with r-f energy can result in further bombardment of the window leading to excessive heating and thermal shock failure.

The following criteria for a conductive coating material have been adopted:

1. Low vapor pressure
2. Stability in vacuum and hydrogen brazing atmospheres
3. Reproducible resistivity under vacuum tube processing conditions
4. No cathode toxicity
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5. Good bondability to dielectric substrate
6. Low loss in microwave frequency fields
7. Coating resistance in range of 1 megohm/sq.

Semiconductors as a class of materials seem most likely to meet the criteria for conductive window coatings. These materials have low secondary emission and electrical resistivity which can be adjusted over large ranges by suitable doping agents. Our experience indicates that most thin metal film coatings are not very stable under tube processing conditions. Glasses that depend on ionic conduction are in many cases not stable under tube processing and may produce undesirable electrolytic effects.

The sesquioxide of vanadium $V_2O_3$ was selected for this coating work since it appears to meet most of the requirements for a conductive window coating. $V_2O_3$ prepared by the hydrogen reduction of $V_2O_5$ is a very stable oxide with a melting point of about 1900° C. It appears to be stable in wet hydrogen at our metalizing temperatures (1500 - 1600° C). With respect to cathode toxicity, there seems to be very little possibility of poisoning from $V_2O_3$. The vapor pressure of the compound seems to be quite low, so that bakeout at 600° C should be feasible. Experiments to date indicate that bondability of $V_2O_3$ to 97.6 per cent alumina is very good. Reproducibility of resistivity of $V_2O_3$ coatings on alumina has been good. Several samples in the range of one megohm/sq. have been produced.

Since $\alpha Al_2O_3$ and $V_2O_3$ are structurally isomorphic we may expect high bond strengths with alumina ceramics. The oxide $V_2O_3$ may be considered a degenerate semiconductor, that is, its electrical properties are in part metallic in nature. This property of $V_2O_3$ will allow control of its electrical properties over a very wide range by adding a semiconductor that enters into solid with the oxide.

The sesquioxide of chromium meets all the requirements for a doping agent for $V_2O_3$. The chromium oxide $Cr_2O_3$ is isomorphic with both $V_2O_3$ and $\alpha Al_2O_3$. Thus, by means of continuous series of solid solutions we should be able to achieve a wide range of electrical properties. Since all three oxides $\alpha Al_2O_3$, $V_2O_3$ and $Cr_2O_3$ are very stable oxides we can expect to produce very stable resistive coatings.

Our work to date has evolved firing coatings of $V_2O_3$ on 97.6 per cent alumina ceramic using various coating methods. Hand painting $V_2O_3$ suspended in nitrocellulose-amylacetate solutions did not yield controllable thickness of coatings. The silk screen method for coating windows shows considerable promise. To date, however, the most uniform and repeatable coatings have been produced by spray methods. Samples fired at 1500° C for 30 minutes exposed to room air for five months have shown no change in resistance.
We plan to prepare a fresh batch of V₂O₃ since the material now in use was made over a year ago and X-ray analysis indicates that the V₂O₅ was not completely reduced. Test windows will be coated with the new pure V₂O₃ for r-f loss measurements. Additions of Cr₂O₃ to V₂O₃ will be made to determine the range of controlled resistance and r-f loss. Windows will also be prepared for high power testing.
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SECTION IV

FISCAL STATUS OF PROGRAM

The rate of expenditure on the High Power R-F Window Study Program has been approximately $5,900 per month. This includes about $380 per month spent on materials for window construction and small components. The number of man hours expended during the first quarter was 1388, not including the effort directed to writing and producing the first technical note. These figures are somewhat lower than the amount budgeted, largely due to the late contract issuance date.

It is expected that the expenditure rate will increase slightly during the coming quarter to cover increased fabrication and testing of various window configurations.
SECTION V

PROGRAM FOR NEXT QUARTER

An appreciable portion of the effort during the second quarter will be directed towards fabrication and evaluation of vacuum tight Al 300, Al 995, BeO and double disc alumina windows.

A second group of BeO blocks will be metalized and brazed into test sections which will be ready for high power testing by November 1, 1962. A sapphire thin disc window test section is complete and will be tested during October. Fabrication of the alumina block assemblies has not yet begun but is tentatively scheduled for completion and test during December, 1962.

All hardware for brazing of a double thin disc Al 300, FC 75 cooled window has now been machined, and brazing should be completed by November 1, 1962, provided the thin disc assembly techniques succeed on the first few tries. The heat exchanger for cooling this window is scheduled for delivery early in October 1962.

The first ceramic coatings of V$_2$O$_3$ on block windows are scheduled for completion and power tests by mid quarter.

Broad banding of double disc configurations will continue throughout the next period, as will investigation of the seriousness of the ghost mode problem.
A. DERIVATION OF GHOST MODE RESONANCES

Staprans and Mercer have rearranged, in perhaps more useful form, the original derivation of Forrer and Jaynes of the ghost mode resonances in a planar geometry. The ghost mode resonances are modes which would normally propagate in the dielectric filled waveguide but are cut off in the guide of unity dielectric.

Figure A-1 illustrates a transverse dielectric slab window, the dimensions of which are to be found in order that the window be mode free over a given band of frequencies about the center frequency at which the window is resonant.

\[ Z_i = Z_1 \frac{Z_o \cos \frac{\beta L}{2} + jZ_1 \sin \frac{\beta L}{2}}{Z_1 \cos \frac{\beta L}{2} + jZ_o \sin \frac{\beta L}{2}} \]  

(1)
For example see Ramo and Whinnery,\textsuperscript{5} from which it can also be found that for TE and TM waves in a guide the wave impedances are respectively:

\begin{equation}
Z_{\text{TE}} = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{\epsilon}} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 \right]^{-1/2}
\end{equation}

and

\begin{equation}
Z_{\text{TM}} = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{\epsilon}} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}
\end{equation}

For both TE and TM waves:

\begin{equation}
\beta = \frac{\omega}{v} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}, \quad f > f_c
\end{equation}

Modes which are cut off in the air filled waveguide ($\epsilon = \epsilon_0$, $f < f_c$) but not in the ceramic filled waveguide ($\epsilon = \epsilon_r \epsilon_0$, $f > f_{c1}$) will result in resonances or ghost modes at certain frequencies. In the case of TM waves, $Z_{\text{TM}} \rightarrow 0$ at resonance so the numerator of (1) vanishes; in the case of TE waves $Z_{\text{TE}} \rightarrow \infty$ at resonance so the denominator of (1) vanishes. Substitution of (4) and (2) or (3) into (1) results in a transcendental equation (one for each case) which has as solutions the ghost mode frequencies.

For either TE or TM waves

\begin{equation}
f_c = \frac{k_c}{2\pi \sqrt{\mu / \epsilon}} = \frac{C k_c}{2\pi \sqrt{\epsilon / \epsilon_r}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\epsilon_r}} \frac{C k_c}{2\pi}
\end{equation}

where

\[ C = \text{speed of light}\]

from which it follows that

\begin{equation}
f_{c1} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\epsilon_r}} f_c
\end{equation}

Solutions of interest are those for which

\[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{\epsilon_r}} f_c < f < f_c \]
For TM Modes: When the numerator vanishes

\[ Z_0 \cos \frac{\beta L}{2} + jZ_1 \sin \frac{\beta L}{2} = 0 \]

\[ \tan \frac{\beta L}{2} = \frac{+jZ_0}{Z_1} \]  
(7)

from Equation (3)

\[ jZ_0 = j \sqrt{\frac{\mu_o}{\varepsilon_0}} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{f}{c} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2} \]

\[ = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_o}{\varepsilon_0}} \left[ \left( \frac{f}{c} \right)^2 - 1 \right]^{1/2} \]  
(8)

from Equation (3)

\[ Z_1 = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_o}{\varepsilon_0}} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{\varepsilon_r} \left( \frac{f}{c} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2} \]  
(9)

from Equation (4)

\[ \frac{\beta L}{2} = 2\pi f \sqrt{\frac{\mu_o \varepsilon_r}{\varepsilon_o \varepsilon}} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{\varepsilon_r} \left( \frac{f}{c} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2} \frac{L}{2} \]

\[ = \frac{\pi f L}{c} \left[ \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \left( \frac{f}{c} \right)^2 - 1 \right]^{1/2} \]

\[ = \left( \frac{C k_c}{2\pi f c} \right) \pi f L \varepsilon_r \left[ \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \left( \frac{f}{c} \right)^2 - 1 \right]^{1/2} \]

\[ \frac{\beta L}{2} = \frac{k_c L}{2} \left[ \frac{1}{\varepsilon_r} \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 - 1 \right]^{1/2} \]  
(10)
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Combining Equations (10), (8) and (9) with Equation (7) gives

\[ \tan \frac{k \ell}{2} \left[ \epsilon_r \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 - 1 \right]^{1/2} = \sqrt{\epsilon_r \left[ \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 - 1 \right] \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{\epsilon_r} \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 \right]} \]  

Equation (11)

For TE Modes: When the denominator vanishes

\[ Z_1 \cos \frac{\beta L}{2} + j Z_0 \sin \frac{\beta L}{2} = 0 \]

\[ \cot \frac{\beta L}{2} = \frac{-j Z_0}{Z_1} \]  

Equation (12)

from Equation (2)

\[ -j Z_0 = -j \sqrt{\frac{\mu_0}{\epsilon_0}} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 \right]^{-1/2} \]  

Equation (13)

for Equation (2)

\[ Z_1 = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_0}{\epsilon_r \epsilon_0}} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{\epsilon_r} \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 \right]^{-1/2} \]  

Equation (14)

Combining Equations (10), (14) and (13) with Equation (12) gives

\[ \cot \frac{k \ell}{2} \left[ \epsilon_r \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 - 1 \right]^{1/2} = \sqrt{\epsilon_r \left[ \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 - 1 \right] \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 \left[ -1 + \frac{1}{\epsilon_r} \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 \right]} \]  

Equation (15)
Solutions of (11) and (15) give the even ghost mode solutions corresponding to equations (6b) and (8a) of Forrer and Jaynes. For a given $\epsilon_r$ and $(\epsilon_c/\epsilon)$, the equations are readily solved for $k_c L$.

Up to this point, the mode subscripts have not been used but will now be introduced. Thus $(k_c)_{m,n}$ is the wave number of the mode which propagates with $m$ variations in the width dimension (a) and $n$ variations in the height dimension (b). From Ramo and Whinnery,

\begin{equation}
(k_c)_{m,n} = \frac{\pi}{a} \sqrt{m^2 + n^2 \left(\frac{a}{b}\right)^2}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(f_c)_{m,n} = \frac{(k_c)_{m,n}}{2\pi \sqrt{\mu_0 \epsilon_0 \epsilon / \epsilon_r}}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\lambda_g = \frac{\lambda}{\sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{f_c}{f}\right)^2}}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\lambda_g = \frac{c}{f \sqrt{\epsilon_r} \sqrt{1 - \frac{1}{\epsilon_r} \left(\frac{f_c}{f}\right)^2}}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\lambda_g = \frac{\lambda_0}{\sqrt{\epsilon_r - \left(\frac{\lambda_0}{\lambda_c}\right)^2}}
\end{equation}
In order to find the length of the window for a given center frequency $f_0$, set $L$ equal to $\frac{\lambda_g}{2}$ where $\lambda_g$ is measured in the ceramic filled guide. Since the fundamental mode is used in the guide, $(\lambda_{c})_{TE_{10}} = 2a$ is used.

$$L = \frac{\lambda_g}{2} = \sqrt{\epsilon_r - \left(\frac{\lambda_0}{2a}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)$$

Since $\lambda_0$ is the free space wavelength corresponding to $f_0$, $L$ and $a$ are uniquely related.

$$\left(k_c\right)_{m,n} L = \frac{\left(k_c\right)_{m,n}}{\left(k_c\right)_{1,0}} L = \left(k_c\right)_{1,0} L = \left(k_c\right)_{1,0} L \sqrt{m^2 + n^2 \left(\frac{a}{b}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)$$

$$\left(k_c\right)_{m,n} L = \sqrt{m^2 + n^2 \left(\frac{a}{b}\right)^2} \left(\frac{\pi}{a} \frac{L}{L}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)$$

$$\left(k_c\right)_{m,n} L = \sqrt{m^2 + n^2 \left(\frac{a}{b}\right)^2} \frac{\pi \left(\frac{\lambda_0}{\lambda_c}\right)}{\sqrt{\epsilon_r - \left(\frac{\lambda_0}{\lambda_c}\right)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21a)$$

The relationships to be solved are as follows:

$$L = \frac{\lambda_g}{2} \text{ ceramic} = \frac{\lambda_0}{2} \sqrt{\epsilon_r - \left(\frac{\lambda_0}{2a}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)$$
\( \lambda_0 \) = free space wavelength corresponding to the frequency \( f_0 \).

\( f_0 \) = center frequency of band

\( \epsilon_r \) = relative dielectric constant of ceramic

\( a \) = width of ceramic-filled waveguide

\[
\left( k_c \right)_{m,n} L = \sqrt{m^2 + n^2 \left( \frac{a}{b} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\pi L}{a} \right)}
\]

(21)

For TE Modes:

\[
\cot \left( \frac{k_{c,m,n} L}{2} \left[ \epsilon_r \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 - 1 \right]^{1/2} \right) = \sqrt{\epsilon_r} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{\epsilon_r} \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 \right]_{m,n}^{1/2}
\]

(15)

For TM Modes:

\[
\tan \left( \frac{k_{c,m,n} L}{2} \left[ \epsilon_r \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 - 1 \right]^{1/2} \right) = \sqrt{\epsilon_r} \left[ \frac{\left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2 - 1}{1 - \frac{1}{\epsilon_r} \left( \frac{f}{f_c} \right)^2} \right]_{m,n}^{1/2}
\]

(11)

where (11) and (15) are to be solved for frequencies such that

\[
\frac{1}{\sqrt{\epsilon_r}} \frac{f_c}{f} < f < f_c
\]

\( f \) = resonant frequency corresponding to the ghost mode having an air-filled waveguide cutoff frequency \( (f_c)_m,n \) and wave number \( (k_c)_m,n \).

Assuming \( \epsilon_r \), equations (11) and (15) can readily be solved for \( (k_c)_m,n L \) as a function of \( (f_c/f)_m,n \). Assuming \( \epsilon_r \) and an \( a \) (or \( b \) by combining 19 and 21), \( (k_c)_m,n L \) can be solved for as a function of \( a/b \). Thus \( (f_c/f)_m,n \) and so \( f_{m,n} \) can be found in terms of \( a/b \) for each mode.
First Order Even TE Modes:

\[ \cot A = B \]

First Order Even TM Modes:

\[ \tan A = \epsilon_r \frac{1}{B} \]

\[ \cot A = \frac{B}{\epsilon_r} \]

\[
A = \left[ m^2 + n^2 \left( \frac{a}{b} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2} \left[ \epsilon_r \left( \frac{\omega_c}{\omega} \right)^2_{m,n} - 1 \right]^{1/2} \frac{\pi \left( \frac{\lambda_0}{2a} \right)}{2 \sqrt{\epsilon_r - \left( \frac{\lambda_0}{2a} \right)^2}}
\]

\[
B = \sqrt{\epsilon_r} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{\epsilon_r} \left( \frac{\omega_c}{\omega} \right)^2_{m,n} \right]^{1/2} \left( \frac{\omega_c}{\omega} \right)^2_{m,n} - 1 \right]
\]
B. HEAD LOSS IN DUAL DISC WINDOW COOLING

The cross sectional view of the proposed 1.4 inch diameter double disc window is shown in Figure A-2.

It is seen that due to the necessity of keeping the vents to the volume between the discs small (short length and restricted width) there are four sudden constrictions and enlargements. Each one of these will be responsible for a certain amount of head or pressure loss. It is the purpose here to approximate these losses and to determine optimum flow conditions.

It is assumed in the beginning that the pressure and velocity in area 1 are zero or equivalent to the flow dumping into a reservoir. Using a form of the equation of continuity

\[ A_1 V_1 = A_2 V_2 = Q \]
where

\[ A = \text{cross sectional area of flow} \]
\[ V = \text{velocity (ft/sec)} \]
\[ Q = \text{flow rate (ft}^3/\text{sec)} \]

the velocity at any point in the system can be calculated for a given flow rate. Assuming

\[ Q = 0.5 \text{ gal/minute (2.23 x 10}^2\text{ ft}^3/\text{sec)} \]

and

\[ A_2 = 3.333 \times 10^{-5} \text{ ft}^2 \]

(from .12 x .04 inch slot)

\[ V_2 = 33.5 \text{ ft/sec} \]

The head loss in going from point 3 to point 2 (a sudden constriction) can be approximated by the use of

\[ h_L = K_L \frac{V^2}{2g} \]

Vennard\(^7\) gives a value for \( K_L \) = 0.46 when the ratio of \( \frac{A_2}{A_3} \) equals 0.174

\( A_3 = 1.32 \times 0.04 \text{ in}^2 \)

Therefore \( h_{L32} = 8.03 \text{ ft} \) or \( P_{\text{lost}} = 6.16 \text{ psi} \). \( \gamma = \text{specific weight of FC 75 = 110.5 lb/ft}^3 \).

A solution of Bernoulli's equation

\[ \frac{P_3}{\gamma} + \frac{V_3^2}{2g} = \frac{P_2}{\gamma} + \frac{V_2^2}{2g} + h_L L_{32} \]

for \( P_3 \) gives a value of \( P_3 = 20 \text{ psi} \).
Note that the pressure at point 2 is taken to be 78.05 lb/ft$^2$ which is as low as it can be and still result in non-cavitatious flow. It is determined as the vapor pressure of FC 75 at whatever the operating temperature is. In this case 25°C was assumed.

On entering point 3 from point 4 (Figure A-2) another head loss is encountered but this time through an enlargement in the flow path.

Using $k_{L 43} = K_L \frac{(V_4 - V_3)^2}{2g}$ where $K_L = 1$ and $V_4 = V_2$ from continuity

$$h_{L 43} = 14.43 \text{ ft}$$

$$P_{Lost 43} = 11.08 \text{ psi}$$

Again using Bernoulli's equation including head loss from 4 to 3

$$P_{43} = 18 \text{ psi}.$$
One of the requirements for coolant flow is that it be turbulent—that is, where the fluid experiences a complete mixing of the fluid particles as flow takes place. Reynolds number serves as an excellent indication of whether a particular flow is turbulent.

\[ \frac{VdP}{u} \]

where

\[ V \] = velocity in feet per sec
\[ d \] = diameter of flow path in feet
\[ \rho \] = density in slugs per cubic foot
\[ \mu \] = viscosity in pound-seconds per square foot

The upper critical Reynolds number at which laminar flow ceases is normally 4000 in practical engineering problems. A solution of the above equation for the region between the window discs (region 3) yields a number of 9350. This is assuming an average flow diameter of 0.0156 foot and

\[ \rho = 3.425 \]
\[ \mu = 2.405 \times 10^{-5} \]

Thus, a flow of 0.5 gallon per minute of FC 75 will provide adequate turbulent flow at a pressure of about 20 psi. Additional improvement can be made in the flow path to reduce flow losses by tapering the abrupt constrictions as much as possible.
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